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Abstract—Current text-based Software Configuration Management (SCM) systems have trouble with refactorings. Refactorings result
in global changes, which lead to merge conflicts. A refactoring-aware SCM system reduces merge conflicts. This paper describes
MolhadoRef, a refactoring-aware SCM system, and the merge algorithm at its core. MolhadoRef records change operations
(refactorings and edits) used to produce one version and replays them when merging versions. Since refactorings are change
operations with well-defined semantics, MolhadoRef treats them intelligently. A case study and a controlled experiment show that
MolhadoRef automatically solves more merge conflicts than CVS while resulting in fewer merge errors.
Index Terms—Refactoring, merging, Software Configuration Management, version control systems.
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1

INTRODUCTION

O

of the important kinds of change in object-oriented
programs is refactoring [2]. Refactorings are program
transformations that improve the internal design without
changing the observable behavior (e.g., renamings, moving
methods between classes, changing method signatures).
Automated refactoring tools have become popular because
they allow programmers to change source code more
quickly and safely than manually. However, refactoring
tools make particular demands on text-based SCM systems.
SCM systems work best with modular systems. Different
programmers tend to work on different modules and, so, it
is easy to merge changes. However, refactorings cut across
module boundaries and cause changes to many parts of the
system. SCM systems signal a conflict when two programmers change the same line of code even if each just changes
the name of a different function or variable. So, SCM
systems have trouble merging refactorings.
A common process [3] for refactoring on large projects is
“check everything in and then wait until refactoring is
done,” analogous to a “code freeze.” However, this
serializes the development of a code. In addition, by forcing
refactorings to be performed by only a few people at a
certain time, opportunities for refactoring are lost.
Although the number of global changes varies from
system to system, our previous study [4] of five widely used
NE
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mature Java components showed a significant number of
global changes. For instance, Struts had 136 API changes over
a period of 14 months. In each system, more than 80 percent of
the API changes were caused by refactorings. Because of lack
of support from SCM systems, these changes were tedious to
incorporate manually, although a refactoring-aware SCM
could have incorporated them automatically.
Text-based SCM systems are unreliable. They report
merge conflicts only when two users change the same line
of code. However, a merge might result in an incorrect
program, even when the changes are not on the same line.
This is especially true in object-oriented programs. For
instance, if one user renames a virtual method while
another user adds a new method in a subclass, even though
these changes are not lexically near each other, textual
merging could result in accidental method overriding, thus
leading to unexpected runtime behavior.
This paper describes MolhadoRef, a refactoring-aware
SCM for Java, and the merge algorithm at its core.
MolhadoRef has an important advantage over a traditional
text-based SCM. MolhadoRef automatically resolves more
conflicts (even changes to the same lines of code). Because it
takes into account the semantics of refactorings, the
merging is also more reliable: There are no compile errors
after merging and the semantics of the two versions to be
merged are preserved with respect to refactorings.
Correct merging of refactorings and manual edits is not
trivial: Edits can refer to old program entities as well as to
newly refactored program entities. MolhadoRef uses the
operation-based approach [5]: It represents a version as a
sequence of change operations (refactorings and edits) and
replays them when merging. If all edits came before
refactorings, it would be easy to merge the two versions
by first doing a textual merge and then replaying the
refactorings. However, edits and refactorings are mixed, so,
in order to commute an edit and a refactoring, MolhadoRef
inverts refactorings. Moreover, refactorings will sometimes
have dependences between them.
MolhadoRef uses Eclipse [6] as the front end for changing
code and customizes Molhado [7], a framework for SCM, to
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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store Java programs. Although the merging algorithm is
independent of the Molhado infrastructure and can be reused
with other SCM back ends, building on top of an ID-based
SCM like Molhado allows our system to keep track of the
refactored entities. When evaluating MolhadoRef on a case
study of three weeks of its own development and through one
controlled experiment, we found that MolhadoRef merges
more safely and more automatically than CVS while never
losing the history of refactored entities.
MolhadoRef merges edits using the same three-way
merging [8] of text-based SCMs. It is when MolhadoRef
merges refactorings that it eliminates merge errors and
unnecessary merge conflicts. So, the more that refactorings
are used, the more benefits MolhadoRef provides.
This paper makes the following contributions:
It presents an important problem that appears when
merging refactored code in multiuser environments.
. It presents the first algorithm to effectively merge
refactorings and edit operations.
. It evaluates the effectiveness of refactoring-aware
merging on one real-world case study and one
controlled experiment.
Without losing any power to merge manual edits,
MolhadoRef converts refactorings from being the weakest
link in an SCM system to being the strongest.
.

2

MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

To see the limitations of text-based SCM, consider the
simulation of a Local Area Network (LAN) shown in Fig. 1.
This example is used as a refactoring teaching device [9] in
many European universities.
Initially, there are five classes: Packet, a superclass
LANNode, and its subclasses PrintServer, NetworkTester, and Workstation. All LANNode objects are linked in a
token ring network (via the nextNode variable) and they can
send or accept a Packet object. PrintServer overrides
accept to achieve specific behavior for printing the Packet.
A Packet object sequentially visits every LANNode object in
the network until it reaches its addressee.
Two users, Alice and Bob, both start from version V0 and
make changes. Alice is the first to commit her changes, thus
creating version V1 , while Bob creates version V2 .
Since method getPacketInfo accesses only fields from
class Packet, Alice moves method getPacketInfo from
class PrintServer to Packet ð1 Þ. Next, she defines a new
method, sendPacket(Packet) ð2 Þ, in class NetworkTester. The implementation of this method is empty
because this method simulates a broken network that loses
packets. In the same class, she also defines a test method,
testLosePacket ð3 Þ and implements it to call method
sendPacket ð4 Þ. Last, Alice renames WorkStation.
originate(Packet) to generatePacket(Packet)
ð5 Þ. Alice finishes her coding session and commits her
changes to the repository.
In parallel with Alice, Bob renames method PrintServer.getPacketInfo(Packet) to getPacketInformation(Packet) ð6 Þ. He also renames the polymorphic
method LANNode.send() to sendPacket ð7 Þ. Last, Bob
renames class WorkStation to Workstation (different
capitalization 8 ). Before Bob can commit his changes, he
must merge his changes with Alice’s.
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A text-based SCM system reports merge conflicts when
two users change the same line. For instance, because Alice
moved the declaration of method ð1 Þ while Bob altered the
declaration location of the same method through renaming
ð6 Þ, textual merging cannot automatically merge these
changes. This is an unnecessary merge conflict because a
tool like MolhadoRef which understands the semantics of
the changes can merge them.
In addition, because a text-based merging does not know
anything about the syntax and semantics of the programming language, even a “successful” merge (e.g., when there
are no changes to the same lines of code) can result in a
merge error. Sometimes errors can be detected at compile
time. For instance, after textual merging, the code in method
testLosePacket does not compile because it calls
method send, whose declaration was replaced by sendPacket through a rename ð7 Þ. Such an error is easy to
catch, though it is annoying to fix.
Other errors result in programs that compile but have
unintended changes to their behavior. For instance, because
Alice introduces a new method sendPacket in subclass
NetworkTester and Bob renames the polymorphic
method send to sendPacket, a textual merge results in
accidental method overriding. Therefore, the call inside
testSendToSelf to sendPacket uses the empty implementation provided by Aliceð2 Þ to simulate loss of
packets, while this method call originally used the
implementation of LANNode.send. Since this type of
conflict is not reported during merging or compilation,
the user can erroneously assume that the merged program
is correct, when in fact the merging introduced an
unintended change of behavior.
Fig. 2 shows the merged program after merging with
MolhadoRef. MolhadoRef catches the accidental method
overriding caused by adding a new method ð2 Þ and
renaming another method ð7 Þ and presents it to the user.
The user decides to rename the newly introduced method
NetworkTester.sendPacket to losePacket. This is
the only time when MolhadoRef asks for user intervention;
it automatically merges all of the remaining changes. The
merged version contains all of the edits and refactorings
performed by Alice and Bob (e.g., notice that method
getPacketInformation is both renamed and moved).

3

BACKGROUND

AND

TERMINOLOGY

Our approach to refactorings-tolerant SCM systems is based
on a different paradigm, called operation-based merging [5].
In the operation-based approach, an SCM tool records the
operations that were performed to transform one version
into another and replays them when updating to that
version. An operation-based system treats a version as the
sequence of operations used to create it.
Our goal is to provide merging at the API level, that is,
our merging algorithm aims for correct usage of all of the
APIs. For this reason, we distinguish between operations
that affect the APIs and those that do not. MolhadoRef
treats a version as being composed of the following three
operations: API refactorings, API edits, and code edits.
MolhadoRef handles the following API refactorings: rename package, rename class, rename method, move class,
move method, and changing the method signature (these
were among the most popular refactorings found in
previous studies [4]). MolhadoRef handles the following
API edits: added package, deleted package, added class,
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Fig. 1. Motivating example. Versions V1 and V2 are created in parallel and are both based on V0 . Shaded boxes show the changes in each version: 1
moves method PrintServer.getPacketInfo to Packet, 2 and 3 add methods, 4 adds a call to sendPacket, 5 renames
WorkStation.originate to generatePacket, 6 renames PrintServer.getPacketInfo to getPacketInformation, 7 renames
LANNode.send to sendPacket, 8 renames class WorkStation to Workstation.

deleted class, added method declaration, deleted method
declaration, added field declaration, deleted field declaration. Any other types of edits are categorized as code edits.

Code edits do not have well-defined semantics, making
it difficult to merge them correctly. API edits have better
defined semantics. However, refactorings are the operations
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Fig. 2. Resolved motivating example using MolhadoRef.

with the most well-defined semantics and thus are the ones
that can benefit the most from operation-based merging.
Therefore, MolhadoRef merges code edits textually and,
since it is aware of the semantics of refactorings and API
edits, it merges them semantically.
Any operation can be regarded as a function from
programs to programs, more precisely, a source-to-source
program transformation:  : P rogram ! P rogram
When necessary, we make the distinction between
refactorings ðÞ and edits ðÞ. Refactorings are transformations that preserve the semantics, while edits usually
change the semantics of programs.
Operations usually have preconditions. Adding a method to a class requires that the class exists and does not
already define another method with the same name and
signature, while changing the name of a method requires
that the new name is not in use. Applying an operation 
inappropriately to a program P results in an invalid
program, represented by ? . The result of applying an
operation to ? is ? :
 0
P if preconditions of  hold
ðP Þ ¼
ð1Þ
? if preconditions of  do not hold:
The application of two operations is modeled by the
function composition, denoted by “;”. “;” also models the
precedence: i ; j means first apply i and then apply j on
the result: i ; j ðP Þ ¼ j ði ðP ÞÞ.
Definition 1. Two operations commute on a program P if
applying them in either order produces the same valid
program P 00 : j ; i ðP Þ ¼ i ; j ðP Þ ¼ P 00 ^ P 00 6¼? .
Definition 2. Two operations conflict with each other if
applying them in either order produces an invalid program:
j ; i ðP Þ ¼? ^i ; j ðP Þ ¼? .

For example, adding two methods with the same name
and signature in the same class results in a conflict.
Definition 2 describes conflicts that produce compile
errors. MolhadoRef also catches some conflicts that produce
runtime errors. MolhadoRef currently catches conflicts that
involve method overriding, such as the accidental method
overriding between 2 and 7 .
When two operations do not commute for a program P ,
we say that there is an ordering dependence between them.
We denote this ordering dependence with the P symbol.
Definition 3. j depends on i ði P j Þ if j and i do not
commute:

i  j iff i ; j ðP Þ 6¼? ^ i ; j ðP Þ 6¼ j ; i ðP Þ :
The P dependence is strict partial order, that is, it is
irreflexive, asymmetric, and transitive.
An example of dependence is the renaming of method
WorkStation.originate to generatePacket done by
Alice ð5 Þ and the renaming of class WorkStation to
Workstation done by Bob ð8 Þ. If 8 is played first, the
replaying of 5 is not possible because, at this time, the fully
qualified name WorkStation.originate no longer
exists, thus 5 P 8 .
This dependence between 5 and 8 exists because current
refactoring engines are based on the names of the program
entities and class WorkStation no longer exists after
replaying 8 . If the refactoring engine used the IDs of the
program elements, changing the names would never pose a
problem [10]. To make name-based refactoring engines be IDbased requires rewriting the engine. This is unfeasible, so the
next best solution is to emulate ID-based engines.
To make the current name-based refactoring engines
emulate ID-based ones, there are at least two approaches.
The first is to reorder the refactorings (e.g., rename method
WorkStation.originate() before renaming class
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Fig. 3. Overview of the merging algorithm.

WorkStation). The second is to modify the refactoring
engine so that, when it changes source code, it also changes
subsequent refactorings. For example, during the replay of
renaming class WorkStation to Workstation, the
refactoring engine changes the subsequent refactoring
RenameMethod(WorkStation.originate, generate
Packet) to RenameMethod(Workstation.originate, generatePacket). Our merging algorithm uses
both approaches.
Consider a scenario where Alice renames method m1 in
superclass A (call it operation 1 ) and Bob desires to
override A.m1 by adding a method m1 in subclass B (call it
operation 1 ). Applying these two operations in either order
produces a valid program. However, only one order
preserves Bob’s intent: Applying the edit followed by
renaming the method in the superclass preserves the
overriding relationship since the renaming 1 also updates
the edit 1 (renaming a method updates all overriding
methods in a class hierarchy). The other order, the
renaming 1 followed by the edit 1 would result in a
program that compiles, but B.m1 no longer overrides the
superclass method, violating Bob’s intent. Thus, there is a
dependence 1 P 1 .
Definitions 1-3 are mutually exclusive and cover all the
cases.

4

MERGING ALGORITHM

4.1 High Level Overview
We illustrate the merging algorithm (see the pseudocode in
Fig. 3) using the LAN simulation example presented earlier.
The details of each module are found in the later sections.
The merging algorithm takes as input three versions of
the software: Version V0 is the base version and V1 and V2
are derived from V0 . In addition, the algorithm takes as
input the refactorings that were performed in V1 and in V2 .
These refactoring logs are recorded by Eclipse’s refactoring

engine. The output is the merged version, Vmerged , that
contains edits and refactorings performed in V1 and V2 .
Step #1 detects the changes that happened in V1 and V2
by performing a three-way comparison between V1 , V2 , and
V0 . From these changes and the refactoring logs, it
categorizes edits and refactorings operations. For example,
in V1 , it detects two added methods, 2 and 3 . In V2 , it
detects no edits but only refactorings.
Step #2 searches for compile and runtime conflicts in API
edits and refactorings. In our example, it detects a conflict
between the add of a new method, 2 in V1 , and the rename
method refactoring, 7 in V2 . This conflict reflects an
accidental method overriding. The conflict is presented to
the user, who resolves it by choosing a different name for
the added method (in this case losePacket instead of
sendPacket). The algorithm also searches for possible
circular dependences between operations performed in V1
and operations in V2 . If any are found, the user deletes one
of the operations involved in the cycle (in our example,
there are no circular dependences). This process of
detecting/solving continues until no more conflicts or
circular dependences remain.
Step #3 inverts each refactoring in V1 and V2 by applying
another refactoring. For instance, it inverts the move method
refactoring 1 by moving method getPacketInfo back to
PrintServer and it inverts the rename class refactoring 8
by renaming Workstation back to theorem. By inverting
refactorings, all of the edits that were referencing the
refactored program entities are still kept in place but
changed to refer to the old version of these entities. This
step produces two software components, V1Refactorings
and V2Refactorings , which contain all of the changes in V1 ,
respectively V2 , except refactorings.
Step #4 merges textually (using the classic three-way
merging [8]) all of the API and code edits from V1Refactorings
and V2Refactorings . Since the refactorings were previously
inverted, all same-line conflicts that would have been
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caused by refactorings are eliminated. For example, inside
PrintServer.print there are no more same-line conflicts. Therefore, textual merging of code edits can proceed
smoothly. This step produces a software component, called
Refactorings
.
Vmerged
Refactorings
Step #5 replays on Vmerged
the refactorings that
happened in V1 and V2 . Before replaying, the algorithm
reorders all of the refactorings using the dependence
relations. Replaying the refactorings incorporates their
Refactorings
, which already contains all of
changes into Vmerged
the edits. For example, replaying a method renaming
refactoring updates all of the call sites to that method,
including the ones introduced by edits.

4.2 Detecting Operations
To detect refactorings, API edits, and code edits, the
algorithm takes as input the source code of the three
versions V0 , V1 , and V2 , along with their refactoring logs.
Recent extensions to refactoring engines (e.g., [11]) log the
refactorings at the time they were performed. This log of
refactorings is saved in a configuration file and is stored
along with the source code. Since our algorithm is
implemented as an Eclipse plug-in, it has access to this
log of refactorings. Even in cases when such a log of
refactorings is not recorded, it can be detected using
RefactoringCrawler [12], a tool for inferring refactorings.
To detect the API edits and code edits, the algorithm
employs a three-way textual comparison (a two-way comparison cannot distinguish between additions and deletions
[13]). This comparison (line 5 in Fig. 3) detects lines, files,
and folders that were changed. From this low level
information, the algorithm constructs (line 7) the higher
level semantic API edits (e.g., add method) by parsing and
correlating the positions of changed tokens with that of
changed lines.
Even though the scope of our merging is at the API level,
to correctly signal compile or runtime conflicts, the
algorithm detects a few edit operations that are below the
API level. These include add/delete method call, add/
delete class instantiation, add/delete class inheritance, and
add/delete typecast. From this information, the algorithm is
able to detect conflicts like the one appearing if Alice deletes
the method declaration accept and Bob adds a method call
to accept.
Some of the edit operations overlap with or are the side
effects of refactorings. For example, after renaming class
WorkStation to Workstation, a textual comparison
renders WorkStation as deleted and Workstation as
added. Using the information from the refactoring logs, the
algorithm discards these two edits since they are superseded by the higher level refactoring operation.
The output of this step is the list of change operations
(refactorings and edits) that happened in each of V1 and V2 .
4.3

Detecting and Solving Conflicts and Circular
Dependences
Detecting conflicts. Next, MolhadoRef detects conflicts
between operations in V1 and V2 . For this, it uses a conflict
matrix (the companion technical report [14] describes all of
its cells). For any two kinds of operations, the matrix gives a
predicate that responds whether the operations conflict.
This matrix includes refactorings, API edits, and the code
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Fig. 4. The RenameMethod/RenameMethod cell in the conflict matrix.

edits that are currently handled. MolhadoRef instantiates
the conflict matrix for the concrete operations detected in
the previous step and signals any conflicts between these
operations.
Next, we present the content of one single cell in
the conflict matrix, namely the case when i is
RenameMethodðm1 ; m2 Þ and j is RenameMethodðm3 ; m4 Þ.
These two renamings result in a conflict if 1) the source of
both refactorings is the same program element (e.g.,
m1 ¼ m3 ) but their new names would be different or
2) the sources of both refactorings are different program
elements but the destination of both refactorings is the same
program element (e.g., m2 ¼ m4 ). In addition, due to
polymorphic overriding, we must also consider the case
when two methods are not the same program element, but
one method overrides the other.
When the sources of both refactorings are the same
(item 1), if methods m1 and m3 are in the same class, there
would be a compile-time conflict since the users want to
rename the same method differently. If the methods m1 and
m3 are overriding each other, renaming them differently
results in a runtime conflict because the initial overriding
relationship would be broken. When the destination of the
two refactorings is the same (item 2), if methods m1 and m3
are in the same class, renaming them to the same name
results in a compile-time error (two methods having the
same signature and name). If methods m1 and m3 are not in
the same class and do not initially override each other,
renaming them to the same name results in a runtime
conflict because of accidental method overriding.
More formally, using first-order predicate logic, Fig. 4
describes the content of the RenameMethod/RenameMethod cell in the conflict matrix. Similar formulas
describing the remaining cells in the matrix are in a
companion technical report [14]. The predicates in each
cell are computed “by hand,” but they are carefully revised.
Although the matrix and its predicates describe operations
independent of a particular program, in this step, MolhadoRef instantiates it for the program under analysis and its
concrete operations detected in Step #1. For example,
MolhadoRef detects the accidental method overriding conflict between 2 and 7 in the motivating example. This conflict
is presented to the user who can decide how to solve it.
Detecting circular dependences. In this step, the merge
algorithm also creates the dependence graph (line 13 in
Fig. 3) between operations performed in the two versions to
be merged. Initially, there is a total (i.e., linear) order of the
change operations in each version, given by the time
sequence in which these operations were applied. However,
when merging, the operations can be replayed in any order
unless there is a dependence between them. Thus, the total
order can be ignored in favor of a partial order, induced by
the P relation.
To create this partial order, we represent each operation
as a node in a directed graph, called the dependence graph.
When i P j , the algorithm adds a directed edge from i
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Fig. 5. Circular dependence between operations from two users. Arrows
represent the direction of the dependences (e.g., add method C.m1
must be applied before renaming method A.m1). The left-hand side
shows operations from Bob, right-hand side shows operations from
Alice. The figure depicts the dependence graph as it is created in Step
#2 of the algorithm.

to j . To find out the P dependences, the algorithm uses a
dependence matrix, which describes dependence relations
between all kinds of operations (similar to how the conflict
matrix describes conflicts). MolhadoRef instantiates the
dependence matrix for the concrete operations in the
versions to be merged. MolhadoRef places all of the
concrete operations in the dependence graph and adds
dependence edges using the information from the dependence matrix.
Next, the algorithm searches for cyclic dependences in
the dependence graph. There can only be cycles between
operations from different users, not between operations
from the same user, because, for each user, it was initially
possible to play all of the operations. Fig. 5 shows a scenario
where a cycle appears between operations from two users.
Initially, the base version contains one class A with one
method A.m1. The operations on the left-hand side are
performed by Bob and the ones on the right-hand side are
performed by Alice. Bob renames class A to B, then adds a
subclass C of B. Next, in class C, Bob adds a method with
name m1 which overrides the method in the superclass B. In
parallel with Bob, Alice renames method A.m1 to m2.
The arrows on Bob’s side indicate the original order in
which the operations took place. The arrow from Alice’s
rename method to Bob’s renaming the class points to a
dependence caused by the current refactoring engines. The
refactoring engines use the fully qualified names to identify
the program elements to be refactored; therefore, renaming
the method A.m1 must be performed before renaming its
class declaration A; otherwise, the refactoring engine can no
longer find the element A.m1. The arrow from Bob’s adding
method C.m1 to Alice’s renaming the superclass method
A.m1 points to another dependence. The subclass method
must be added before the renaming of the superclass
method A.m1 such that, when replaying the RenameMethod(A.m1, m2), it also renames C.m1 (playing them
in a different order would cause the two methods to no
longer override each other).
After it finds all cycles, MolhadoRef presents them to the
user, who must choose how to eliminate cycles (see the next
section). Assuming that there are no more cycles, all
operations are in a directed acyclic graph.
User-assisted conflict and dependence resolution.
Circular dependences and compile and runtime conflicts
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require user intervention. To break circular dependences,
the user must select operations to be discarded and
removed from the sequence of operations that are replayed
during merging. Discarding refactorings has no effect on
the semantics of the merged program because refactorings
are transformations that do not change the semantics.
Discarding edits can potentially affect the semantics of the
merged program. However, this solution would be used
only in extreme cases (we have never run into such a
scenario during evaluation). Alternatively, most circular
dependences (including the one in Fig. 5) can be solved
automatically by MolhadoRef by inverting the refactorings
(see Section 4.4).
To solve the syntactic or semantic conflicts caused by name
collision, the user must select a different name for one of the
program elements involved in the conflict. In our LAN
motivating example (Fig. 1), Alice renames method send to
sendPacket and Bob adds a new method declaration
sendPacket such that the two methods accidentally override each other. This conflict is brought to Bob’s attention,
who can either choose a different name for his newly
introduced method or can pick a new name to supersede
the name chosen by Alice. In the motivation example, Bob
chose to rename his newly introduced method sendPacket
to losePacket. Once Bob chooses the new name, MolhadoRef automatically performs this rename.
The process of finding and solving conflicts and circular
dependences is repeated until there are no more conflicts or
circular dependences (line 15 in Fig. 3). The algorithm
always converges to a fixed point because it starts with a
finite number of operations and the user deletes some in
each iteration.

4.4 Inverting Refactorings
Step #3 makes a version of V1 and V2 without any
refactorings by inverting all refactorings. Inverting a
refactoring 1 involves creating and applying an inverse

refactoring. 
1 is an inverse of 1 if 1 ð1 ðP ÞÞ ¼ P for all
programs P that meet the precondition of 1 . For example,
the inverse of the refactoring that renames class A to B is
another refactoring that renames B to A, the inverse of a
move method is another move method that restores the
original method, the inverse of the extract method is the
inline method, the inverse of pull-up member in a class
hierarchy is push-down member. In fact, many of the
refactorings described in Fowler et al.’s refactoring catalog
[2] come in pairs: a refactoring along with its opposite
(inverse) refactoring.
Given any refactoring, there exists another refactoring
that inverts (undoes) the first refactoring (although such an
inverse refactoring cannot be always applied because of
later edits). There is an important distinction between what
we mean by inverting a refactoring and how the popular
refactoring engines (like Smalltalk RefactoringBrowser,
Eclipse, or IntelliJ IDEA) undo a refactoring. To decrease
memory usage and avoid recomputations of preconditions,
the refactoring engines save the location of all source code
that was changed by the refactoring. When undoing a
refactoring, the engines undo the source changes of these
locations.
Although efficient, this approach has a drawback: The
only way to undo a refactoring that was followed by edits is
to first undo all of the edits that come after it. This approach
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is not suitable for MolhadoRef. MolhadoRef must be able to
undo a refactoring without undoing later operations. Thus,
MolhadoRef inverts refactorings by creating and executing
an inverse refactoring operation (which is another
refactoring).
To create the inverse refactoring, MolhadoRef uses the
information provided in the refactoring logs of Eclipse.
Each refactoring recorded by Eclipse is represented by a
refactoring descriptor which contains enough textual information to be able to recreate and replay a refactoring.
Among others, the descriptor contains information such as
what kind of refactoring is created, what the program
element on which it operates is, and what other parameters
have been provided by the user through the UI (e.g., the
new name in case of a rename refactoring or the default
value of an argument in case of refactoring that changes a
method signature by adding an argument). Out of this
information, MolhadoRef creates another refactoring descriptor that represents the inverse refactoring. For example, the inverse of the move method refactoring descriptor
representing 1 in our LAN example is another move
method descriptor representing a refactoring that moves
method Packet.getPacketInfo back to PrintServer.
From the inverse refactoring descriptor, MolhadoRef
creates and initializes an Eclipse refactoring object. Once the
refactoring object is properly initialized, the refactoring is
executed using Eclipse’s refactoring engine.
Inverting a refactoring and executing the inverse
refactoring also changes the edits. Recall the motivation
example where Bob renames method getPacketInfo to
getPacketInformation. Later, he adds a new method
call to getPacketInformation. By inverting the rename
method refactoring with the inverse refactoring (renaming
getPacketInformation to getPacketInfo), the new
call site to getPacketInformation is also updated while
keeping the call site in the same place. Deleting the call site
altogether would have introduced a different behavior,
while leaving the call site untouched would have produced
a compilation error.
Probably, the most notable aspect of inverting refactorings is that it inverts the dependences between edits and
refactorings, allowing refactorings to come after edits; thus,
it changes a refactoring P edit dependence into edit P
refactoring dependence. This has two advantages. First,
when replaying refactorings in Step #5, the fact that
refactorings come after edits ensures that all changes
caused by refactorings are incorporated into edits. Second,
inverting refactorings automatically breaks most of the
circular dependences between operations. Recalling the
example from Fig. 5 with circular dependence, Fig. 6 shows
the dependence graph after inverting the rename class
refactoring. Notice that the edits now refer to class A instead
of B and there are no more circular dependences.
Just as refactorings have preconditions, inverting a
refactoring also has preconditions and, if those preconditions are not met, then a refactoring cannot be inverted.
Edits in V1 and V2 that were applied after refactorings could
break the preconditions of inverse refactorings. To handle
such cases, we have three heuristics: adding program
transformations, storing additional information before
inverting a refactoring, or a fallback heuristic in case the
others fail.
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Fig. 6. Resolved example of circular dependence from Fig. 5. This figure
shows the dependence graph after Step #3 of the algorithm. Applying
the inverse refactoring ð
1 Þ effectively pushes 1 after the edits, thus
breaking the circular dependence.

Heuristic #1: Renaming a program element. This
heuristic renames a program element to a unique name
when name collisions prevent inverting a refactoring. For
example, if Bob renames PrintServer.getPacketInfo
to getPacketInformation ð6 Þ and later adds a new
method getPacketInfo in the same class, inverting the
rename refactoring in Step #3 is not possible because the name
getPacketInfo is already in use (by the lately added
method). MolhadoRef searches for potential name collisions
before inverting the refactoring and executes another renaming to avoid the collision. In this case, before inverting the
refactoring, the algorithm renames the newly introduced
method getPacketInfo to a unique name, say getPacket
InfoABC123, and tags this rename refactoring. Now that
there are no more name collisions, renaming 6 can be
inverted. Later, in Step #5, after all of the regular refactorings
have been replayed, the algorithm inverts all refactorings
marked with tags. Thus, it renames the new method
getPacketInfoABC123 back to getPacketInfo. At this
stage, there are no more name collisions because 6 would
have executed.
Heuristic #2: Storing additional information. This heuristic stores additional information before inverting a refactoring since some information can get lost when inverting
refactorings. Consider the case when Bob changes the
signature of a method sendPacket by adding an extra
argument of type integer with the default value 0 to be used in
method calls. Later, he adds a call site where he passes the
value 7 for the extra argument. Inverting the refactoring and
replaying it naively would lose the value 7 and replace it with
value 0. Before inverting the refactoring, MolhadoRef saves
the location of the new call sites and the values of
parameters so that it can restore the same values later
when replaying the refactoring in Step #5.
Heuristic #3: Fallback—treating refactorings as edits.
When no heuristic for inverting a refactoring is found, the
algorithm treats the refactoring as a classic textual edit,
namely, the refactoring is not inverted and replayed, but its
code changes are incorporated by textual merging.
Although the advantages of incorporating the semantics
of the refactoring are lost, the algorithm can always make
progress and, in the worst case, it is as good as classic
textual merging.
The first two heuristics are sufficient to invert all of the
refactorings in the evaluations we have done. Nevertheless,
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further evaluations might require developing new heuristics to handle other types of refactorings or force us to use
the fallback heuristic (heuristic #3). An analysis of all
refactorings currently supported in Eclipse shows that all of
these refactorings could be inverted by first renaming
conflicting program elements (heuristic #1) or storing
additional information before inverting the refactoring
(heuristic #2).

4.5 Textual Merging
Once refactorings are inverted, all of the edits in V1 and V2
that referred to the refactored APIs now refer to the APIs
present in version V0 . The algorithm merges textually all
files that were changed by edits using the three-way
merging [8] that most text-based SCMs use.
All code changes inserted by refactorings that would
have caused same-line or same-block conflicts are eliminated due to the fact that refactorings were previously
inverted. In our LAN example, although both users
changed the declaration of getPacketInfo (1 and 6 ),
after inverting the refactorings, the call to method getPacketInfo inside PrintServer.print no longer
causes same-line conflict.
Still, if two users change the same lines by code edits (not
refactorings), this can generate a same-line conflict requiring
user intervention, although MolhadoRef can automatically
merge a few more edits than textual-based merging. For
example, if Alice and Bob each add a new method declaration
at the same position in a source file, MolhadoRef merges this
automatically using the semantics of API edits. In contrast,
textual-based merging would signal a same-line conflict.
However, it is when multiple refactorings affect the same
lines that MolhadoRef shines over text-based merging.
4.6 Replaying Refactorings
Current refactoring engines identify program entities with
fully qualified names. Within a stream of operations from a
single version, names will always be consistent because
each refactoring works with the current names of program
elements. However, when refactorings are merged from
two different streams, renamings can interfere with each
other in two ways.
The first is where the refactorings refer to two different
entities, but one of them has a name that includes the other.
For example, the fully qualified name of a method includes
the name of its class. If one refactoring renames a class and
the other changes a method in that class, it is important that
the right method gets changed. MolhadoRef solves this
problem by making sure that the refactorings of a method
are performed before the refactorings that rename its class.
More precisely, MolhadoRef uses a topological sort algorithm [15] to reorder the nodes in the refactorings DAG
created in Step #2.
The second is where two refactorings refer to the same
entity. Sometimes, this is a conflict that must be resolved by
the user, such as when the two refactorings change the
name of the same entity. This case would have been
resolved by Step #2. So, the only remaining cases are when
the two refactorings change the same entity, but in different
ways. For example, one refactoring could rename a method
and the other could move it to a new class (e.g., 6 and 1 ).
Changing either the method name or the class name will
invalidate the other refactoring. MolhadoRef solves this
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problem by modifying refactorings. If a refactoring from
one version is replayed after a rename or a “move method”
refactoring from the other version, second refactoring is
changed to use the new name. This lets a name-based
system like Eclipse emulate an ID-based system.
To handle multiple refactorings to the same element, we
extended the definition and semantics of a refactoring. In
addition to source code, a refactoring changes subsequent
refactorings in a chain of refactorings. An enhanced refactoring is a transformation from source code and a chain of
refactorings to another source code and another chain of
refactorings. Conceptually, our enhanced refactoring,
Enhanced , is the pair of a classic refactoring transformation,
, with another transformation, , that changes subsequent
refactorings in a chain:
 : Refactorings ! Refactorings
Enhanced ¼< ;  > :
Composing an enhanced refactoring with another refactoring changes the second refactoring:
Enhanced
; j ¼< i ; i > j ¼ i ; ði ðj ÞÞ:
i
Each  transformation is dependent upon the type of
enhanced refactoring from which it is a part. For instance, a
Ren transformation applied on a move refactoring changes
the parameters of the move refactoring:

Movðk ! pÞ if i ¼ Movðm ! pÞ
Renðm!kÞ ði Þ ¼
ð2Þ
Movðz ! pÞ if i ¼ Movðz ! pÞ:
Applying Ren on an empty chain of refactorings is
equivalent to applying an identity function:
Enhanced
ð½ Þ ¼ Ren ; ðRen ð½ ÞÞ ¼ Ren :
Ren
Given a chain C ¼ ½i ; iþ1 ; . . . ; k , applying a  transformation on the whole chain C incorporates the effect of
the renaming into the whole chain:
Ren ð½i ; iþ1 ; . . . ; k Þ ¼
ðRen ði ÞÞ; ðRen ðiþ1 ÞÞ; . . . ; ðRen ðk ÞÞ:
The presence of  transformations elegantly solves cases
when multiple refactorings affect the same program element.
Revisiting our motivating example, consider the composition
of two enhanced refactorings, a rename ð6 Þ and a move
method ð1 Þ, that change the same program element,
PrintServer.getPacketInfo. Each enhanced refactoring is decomposed into the classic refactoring and its
 transformation. Suppose that the rename method is applied
first. The enhanced rename method refactoring changes the
arguments of the subsequent move method so that the move
method refactoring operates upon the new name of the
method, PrintServer.getPacketInformation.

5

CONTROLLED EXPERIMENT

We want to evaluate the effectiveness of MolhadoRef in
merging compared to the well-known text-based CVS. For
this, we need to analyze source code developed in parallel
that contains both edits and refactorings. Software developers know about the gap between existing SCM repositories and refactorings tools. Since developers know what to
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TABLE 1
Demographics of the Participants

avoid, notes asking others to check in before refactorings
are performed are quite common. Therefore, it is unlikely
that we will find such data in source code repositories. As a
consequence, we designed a controlled experiment.

5.1 Hypotheses
Operation-based merging has intuitive advantages over
text-based merging since it is aware of the semantics of
change operations. We hypothesize that operation-based
merging is more effective than text-based merging. Namely,
MolhadoRef:
. H1
. H2
. H3
. H4
than CVS.

automatically solves more merge conflicts,
produces code with fewer compile-time errors,
produces code with fewer runtime errors,
requires less time to merge

5.2 Experiment’s Design
We wanted to recreate an environment, similar to the
regular program maintenance, where developers add new
features, run regression test suites, and make changes in the
code base in parallel. However, we wanted an environment
where software developers did not know and worry about
other people working on the same code base. We randomly
split 10 software developers into two groups, G1 and G2,
each group containing five developers. Each developer in
group G1 was asked to implement feature ACK, while each
developer in group G2 implemented feature MAX_HOPS.
All developers were given the same starting code base. At
the end, we took their code, stored it in both CVS and
MolhadoRef, and merged their changes using Eclipse’s CVS
client and MolhadoRef.
5.2.1 Demographics
We asked 10 graduate students at UIUC to volunteer in a
software engineering controlled experiment. We were specifically looking for students who 1) had extensive programming experience, 2) had extensive Java programming
experience, and 3) were familiar with the Eclipse development environment. Table 1 shows the distribution of our
subject population. Most subjects had some previous
industry experience, two of them were active Eclipse
committers, another one was a long-time industry consultant.
We asked the subjects not to work for more than 1 hour.
For participating in the study, the subjects were rewarded
with a free lunch. During the study, the subjects did not
know who the other participants were or what we were
going to do with their code. We told them to implement the
task as if this was their regular development job. When we
got back their solutions, their implementations were not at
all similar.
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5.2.2 Tasks
Each subject received the initial implementation of the LAN
simulation used in our motivating example, along with a
passing JUnit test case that demonstrated how to instantiate
the system. The system was packaged as an Eclipse project;
therefore, the subjects had to use the Eclipse development
environment. Along with the system, the subjects received a
one-page document describing the current state of the
system and the new feature they had to implement. We
asked them to write another JUnit test case that exercises
the feature they just implemented. We also gave them the
freedom to change the current design if they did not like it
by using the automated refactorings supported in Eclipse.
However, only the feature and adding a test case were
mandatory; refactoring was optional.
Task ACK required the subject to change the LAN
simulation so that when a destination node received a
packet, it sends an Acknowledgement packet back to the
sender. The Acknowledgement packet should have its
contents set to “ACK.”
Task MAX_HOPS required the subject to fix a problem.
In the current implementation, the Packet may keep on
traveling forever if the destination node does not exist. To
solve the problem, if a Packet has been traveling around
long enough without being consumed by any Node, then it
gets dumped/eaten up. “Long enough” represents the
maximum number of nodes that a Packet is allowed to
visit and this needs to be specified by the user.
5.2.3 Variables
Controlled variables. All subjects used Eclipse and Java.
Subjects started from the same version and had to
implement one of the two tasks. All mergings were done
by users expert in CVS and MolhadoRef.
Independent variables. Merging with MolhadoRef and
merging with CVS.
Dependent variables. Time spent to perform the merging, the number of conflicts that cannot be solved
automatically, the number of compile and runtime errors
after merging.
5.3 Experimental Treatment
Now that we had real data about code developed in
parallel, we wanted to merge implementations of ACK and
MAX_HOPS into a code base that would contain both
features. We used CVS text-based merging as the control
group to test whether operation-based merging (with
MolhadoRef) is more effective.
After we gathered all of the solutions implemented by
the subjects, we created pairs as the cross product among
the two groups of tasks (five solutions for task ACK, five
solutions for task MAX_HOPS, resulting in 25 pairs). Each
pair along with the base version of the LAN simulation
forms a triplet. For each such triplet, we committed the
source code in both CVS (using the Eclipse CVS client) and
MolhadoRef. We first committed the base version, then
checked it out in two different Eclipse projects, replaced the
code in the checked out versions with the code for the
MAX_HOPS and ACK tasks, then we committed the
version containing the MAX_HOPS task (no merging was
needed here), followed by committing the version containing the ACK task (merging was needed here).
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TABLE 2
Effectiveness of Merging with CVS versus MolhadoRef

By not asking the subjects to do the merging, we
prevented them from knowing the goal of our study so
that they would not make subjective changes that could
sabotage the outcome of merging. At the same time, we
eliminated one of the independent variables that could
affect the outcome of merging, namely their experience on
merging with CVS or MolhadoRef. Instead, the first and
second authors (who were both experts with CVS and
MolhadoRef) did all of the mergings. To eliminate the
memory effect, we randomized the order in which pairs
were merged.
Table 2 shows the results of merging with Eclipse’s CVS
client versus MolhadoRef.
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experiments could have influenced the results. To eliminate
the memory effect, we randomized the order in which we
merged pairs of solutions. In addition, we split the merging
tasks into several clusters, separated by several days.
Another question is whether the person who merged with
MolhadoRef was better at merging than the person who
merged with CVS. Before doing the merging experiment,
we tried a few cold-run merging experiments and both
persons involved in merging (the first and second authors)
had the same productivity.
External validity. One could ask whether our results are
applicable and generalizable to a wider range of software
projects. We only used one single application and the input
code developed in parallel was produced using Eclipse and
Java. Maybe by using IDEs that do not feature refactorings,
the programmers will make fewer refactorings. Although
the presence of refactorings conveniently integrated within
an IDE can affect the amount of refactoring, we noticed
cases when subjects refactored manually. In addition, Java
is a popular programming language and Eclipse is widely
used to develop Java programs.
The subjects of our experiment were all graduate
students. On one hand, this is an advantage because the
subject demographics are relatively homogeneous. On the
other hand, use of students limits our ability to generalize
the results to professional developers. However, a careful
look at Table 1 shows that the subjects had reasonable
experience, most of them had worked in industry before
coming to graduate school. Notably, two of them had
several years of professional consulting and programming
experience.
Reliability. The initial base version along with the
students’ solutions can be found online [17], so our results
can be replicated.

5.4 Statistical Results
After applying analysis of variance (ANOVA) using the
Paired Student’s t-test and Fisher’s test, we were able to reject
the null hypotheses and accept H1 (MolhadoRef automatically solves more conflicts), H2 (MolhadoRef produces fewer
compile errors), and H4 (it takes less time to merge with
MolhadoRef), at a significance level of  ¼ 1%. We were not
able to reject the null hypothesis for H3 (MolhadoRef
produces fewer runtime errors) at  ¼ 1% level.

6

5.5 Threats to Validity
Construct validity. One could argue why we chose number
of merge errors and time to merge as the indicators for the
quality of merging. We believe that a software tool should
increase the quality of the software and the productivity of
the programmer. Compile and runtime errors both measure
the quality of the merged code. The number of conflicting
blocks indirectly measures how much of the tedious job is
taken care of by the tool, while the time to merge directly
measures the productivity of the programmer.
One could also ask why we did all of the merging
ourselves instead of using the subjects. We wanted to avoid
confusing the effect of the tool with the experience of the
person operating the tool. We were experts with both CVS
and MolhadoRef, whereas our subjects would not have any
experience with MolhadoRef. In addition, the subjects did
not know that their solutions would be merged. This way,
we simulated an environment where the kinds of changes
are not limited by whether or not they can be easily merged,
but where programmers have absolute freedom to improve
their designs.
Internal validity. One could ask whether the design of
the experiment and the results truly represent a cause-andeffect relationship. For instance, since we were the only
ones who merged subjects’ solutions, the repetition of

We also conducted a case study to further evaluate the
effectiveness of MolhadoRef. We used MolhadoRef to merge
its own source code. Most of the development of MolhadoRef
was done by two programmers in a pair-programming
fashion (two people at the same console). However, during
the last three weeks, the two programmers ceased working on
the same console. Instead, they worked in parallel; they
refactored and edited the source code as before. When
merging the changes with CVS, there were many same-line
conflicts. It turned out that a large number of them were
caused by two refactorings: One renamed a central API class
LightRefactoring to Operation, while the other moved
the API class LightRefactoring to a package that
contained similar abstractions.
When merging the same changes using MolhadoRef, far
fewer conflicts occur. Table 3 presents the effectiveness of
merging with CVS versus MolhadoRef. Column “conflicts”
shows how many of the changes could not be automatically
merged and require human intervention. For CVS, these are
changes to the same line or block of text. For MolhadoRef,
these are operations that cannot be automatically incorporated in the merged version because they would have
caused compile or runtime errors. The next columns show
how many compile-time and runtime errors are introduced
by each SCM.

CASE STUDY
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TABLE 3
Effectiveness of Merging with CVS versus MolhadoRef

The first rows show how many conflicts could not be solved
automatically and required user intervention. The next rows show the
number of compile and runtime errors after merging with each system.
The last rows present the total time (including human and machine time)
required to merge and then fix the merge errors.

Table 3 shows that MolhadoRef was able to automatically merge all 36 same-line conflicts reported by CVS.
MolhadoRef asked for user assistance only once, namely
when both developers introduced method getID() in the
same class. MolhadoRef did not introduce any compile-time
or runtime errors, while CVS had 48 such errors after
“successful” merge. In addition, it took 105 minutes for the
two developers to produce the final correct version using
CVS, while it takes less than 2 minutes to merge with
MolhadoRef.

7

DISCUSSION

Our approach relies on the existence of logs of refactoring
operations. However, logs are not always available. To
exploit the full potential of record and replay of refactorings, we developed RefactoringCrawler [12] to automatically detect the refactorings used to create a new version.
These inferred refactorings can be fed into MolhadoRef
when recorded refactorings are not available.
Although one might expect that circular dependences
would require a lot of manual editing, in practice such
dependences are rare. Circular dependences can be eliminated manually by deleting some of the operations in the
cycle or automatically by inverting refactorings (as seen in
Fig. 6) or by the enhanced refactorings (Step #5). The
enhanced refactorings eliminate dependences between
refactorings that change the same program elements since
these refactorings can be replayed in any order.
Our merging algorithm discriminates between refactorings and API edits. Although both of these operations have
semantics that can be easily inferred by tools, MolhadoRef
inverts and replays refactorings only, not API edits (although
API edits’ semantics are taken into account during conflict
detection). Conceptually, API edits can be treated the same
way in which MolhadoRef currently treats refactorings.
There are two reasons why MolhadoRef treats them
differently. First, API edits are harder to invert than
refactorings since API edits are not behavior-preserving.
Inverting an AddAPIMethod by removing the method would
invalidate all of the edits that refer to the new method (e.g.,
method call sites). To fix this would require also inverting the
code edits (e.g., removing the call sites that refer to new
method). Second, API edits do not have the same global effect
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as the API refactorings because only one user (e.g., the one
who introduced the new method) would be aware of the new
API, leading to fewer cases of same-line conflicts than when
refactorings are involved. Since there are far fewer benefits
from inverting and replaying API edits, we decided to treat
them like code edits.
MolhadoRef is built on top of the Molhado object-oriented
SCM infrastructure [7], which was developed for creating
SCM tools. Molhado is a database that keeps track of history.
MolhadoRef translates Java source code (all Java 1.4 syntax is
supported) into Molhado structures. At the time of check-in,
MolhadoRef parses to the level of method and field
declaration and creates a Molhado counterpart for each
program element. The method/field bodies are stored as
attributes of the corresponding declarations. For each entity,
Molhado gives a unique identifier. When refactorings change
different properties of the entities (e.g., names, method
arguments), MolhadoRef updates the corresponding Molhado entries. Nevertheless, the identity of program entities
remains intact even after refactoring operations (for a detailed
description on implementation, see [14] and [10]).
Can such a refactoring-aware SCM system be implemented on top of a traditional SCM that lacks unique
identifiers? We believe that, with enough engineering, the
features of MolhadoRef can be retrofitted on a system like
CVS. To retrieve the history of refactored elements, it is
important to keep a record of unique identifiers associated
with program elements. Identifier-to-name maps can be
saved in metadata files and stored in the repository along
with the other artifacts. At each check-out operation, the
MolhadoRef CVS client needs to load these metadata files
into memory so that they can be updated as the result of
refactoring operations. At each check-in operation, these
files are stored back into the repository.
Limitations of MolhadoRef. One obvious limitation is
that our approach requires that the SCM be languagespecific. However, we do not see this as a limitation but as a
trade-off: We are intentionally giving up generality for
gaining more power. This is no different from other tools
used in software engineering, for example, IDEs are
language-specific (along with all of the tools that make up
an IDE, e.g., compilers, debuggers, and so forth), refactoring
tools are all language-specific.
Second, adding support in MolhadoRef for a new kind of
refactoring entails adding several cells in the conflict and
dependence matrices, describing all combinations between
the new operation and all existing operations. This can be a
time-consuming task. We discovered that new cells tend to
reuse predicates from earlier cells, which makes them easy
to implement. Cells requiring new predicates are still timeconsuming to implement. Third, the correctness of the
system depends on the correctness of formulas in the
conflict and dependence matrices. However, we carefully
revisited those formulas. In addition, multiple experiments
and more experience using our system can help empirically
test the correctness of those formulas.
An alternative to the manual derivation of predicates is
the analytical approach, like the one proposed by Kniesel
and Koch [16]. However, this requires a formal model of
refactoring preconditions. Since the current refactoring
engines (including Eclipse’s) lack such formalism, this
entails implementing a whole new refactoring engine. We
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chose instead to build upon a mature and thoroughly tested
engine like Eclipse’s.

8

RELATED WORK

SCM systems have a long history [18], [19]. Early SCM
systems (e.g., CVS [20]) provided versioning support for
individual files and directories. In addition to version
control, advanced SCM systems also provide more powerful configuration management services. Subversion [21]
provides more powerful features such as versioning for
metadata, properties of files, renamed or copied files/
directories, and cheaper version branching. Similarly,
commercial SCM tools still focus on files [19]. Advanced
SCM systems also provide fine-grained versioning support
not only for programs but also for other types of software
artifacts. Examples include COOP/Orm [22], Coven [23],
POEM [24], Westfechtel’s system [25], Unified Extensional
Versioning Model [26], Ohst et al.’s fine-grained SCM
model [27], and so forth. However, none of them handle
refactorings as MolhadoRef does.
Software merging. According to Mens [13], software
merging techniques can be distinguished based on how
software artifacts are represented. Text-based merge tools
consider software artifacts merely as text (or binary) files. In
RCS and CVS [20], lines of text are taken as indivisible units.
Despite its popularity, this approach cannot handle two
parallel modifications to the same line well. Only one of the
two modifications can be selected, but they cannot be
combined. Darcs [28] is a system rising in popularity, based
on a unique algebra of patches. Darcs does not associate any
semantics to a patch: A patch is just a series of textual
changes. Darcs can only find out that two patches depend
on each other if they affect the same portions of text.
However, due to inheritance and method overriding in OO
code, patches can affect each other, even when they are not
lexically near each other.
Syntactical merging is more powerful than textual
merging because it takes the syntax of software artifacts
into account. Unimportant conflicts such as code comment
or line breaks can be ignored by syntactic merger. Some
syntactic merge tools focus on parse trees or abstract syntax
tree [29], [30], [31]. Others are based on graphs [32], [33].
However, they cannot detect conflicts when the merged
program is syntactically correct but semantically invalid. To
deal with this, semantic-based merge algorithms were
developed. In Wesfetchtel’s context-sensitive merge tool
[25], an AST is augmented by the bindings of identifiers to
their declarations. More advanced semantic-based merge
algorithms [34], [35], [36] detect behavioral conflicts using
dependency graphs, program slicing, and denotational
semantics.
Operation-based merging. The operation-based approach has been used in software merging [5], [32], [37],
[38], [39]. It is a particular flavor of semantic-based merging
that models changes between versions as explicit operations
or transformations. The operation-based merge approach
can improve conflict detection and allows better conflict
solving [13]. Lippe and van Oosterom [5] describe a
theoretical framework for conflict detection with respect
to general transformations. No concrete application for
refactorings was presented. Edwards’ operation-based
framework detects and resolves semantic conflicts from
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application-supplied semantics of operations [37]. GINA
[40] used a redo mechanism to apply one developer’s
changes to the other developer’s version. The approach has
problems with long command histories and finer granularity of operations. The departure point of MolhadoRef from
existing approaches is its ability to handle the merging of
changes that involve both refactoring and textual editing.
Similarly to MolhadoRef, Ekman and Asklund [41]
present a refactoring-aware versioning system. Their
approach keeps the program elements and their IDs in
volatile memory, thus allowing for a short-lived history of
refactored program entities. In our approach, program
elements and their IDs are modeled in the SCM and stored
throughout the life cycle of the project, allowing for a global
history tracking of refactored entities. In addition, their
system does not support merging.
As described, fine-grained and ID-based versioning have
been proposed before by others. However, the novelty of
this work is the combination of semantic-based fine-grained
ID-based SCM to handle refactorings and high-level edit
operations. To the best of our knowledge, we are presenting
the first algorithm to merge refactorings and edits. The
algorithm is implemented and the first experiences are
demonstrated.

9

CONCLUSIONS

AND

FUTURE WORK

Refactoring tools have become popular because they allow
programmers to safely make changes that can affect all
parts of a system. However, such changes create problems
for the current SCM tools that operate at the file level:
Refactorings create more merge conflicts, the history of the
refactored program elements is lost, and understanding of
program evolution is harder.
We have presented a novel SCM system, MolhadoRef,
that is aware of program entities and the refactoring
operations that change them. MolhadoRef uses the operation-based approach to record (or detect) and replay
changes. By intelligently treating the dependences between
different operations, it merges edit and refactoring operations effectively. In addition, because MolhadoRef is aware
of the semantics of change operations, a successful merge
does not produce compile or runtime errors.
This research is part of our larger goal to upgrade
component-based applications to use the latest version of a
component by replaying the component refactorings [4],
[12]. The upgrading tool needs to handle refactorings and
edits not only on the component side but also on the
application side. This is a special case of the more general
merging case presented in this paper and, therefore, we will
apply the same merge algorithm.
We believe that the availability of such semantics-aware
refactoring-tolerant SCM tools will encourage programmers
to be even bolder when refactoring. Without the fear that
refactorings are causing conflicts with others’ changes,
software developers will have the freedom to make their
designs easier to understand and reuse.
The reader can find screenshots and download
MolhadoRef from its Web page [17].
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